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Actual Experience plc 
There can be few operators in the corporate world that fail to recognise the scale of the 

immediate, global opportunity available to a successful digital workplace management 

platform (‘DWMP’).  With the shock transition to home-based and hybrid working 

initiated through the Pandemic now considered to be substantially irreversible, an 

enterprise’s ability to measure the impact that their digital workplace has on employees 

and productivity, through which resources and investment can be focussed in order to 

sustain ongoing operational improvements and heightened visibility, is now clearly key 

to their future success.  Although new participants will almost certainly attempt to 

crowd this rapidly expanding marketplace in future years, ACT’s highly developed and 

value-added products presently identify no direct competition, with would-be ‘copy-

cats’ seemingly inhibited by the time and scale of investment required to emulate its 

offering.  While recent events have thwarted the Group’s endeavours, highlighted by 

its relatively high cash burn which has conspired with cautionary contract news to push 

its valuation well below estimated net cash, October’s proposed launch of a substantially 

upgraded and exceptionally well received, scalable new DWMP portal onto a highly 

addressable global market presents opportunity for a significant rerating.         
 

Balance sheet strengthened through c.£3m Placing plus Broker Option  
 

ACT has today confirmed it has successfully undertaken a Conditional Placing and 

Subscription to raise £3m which is being followed by a Broker Option for up to a further 

£0.5 million.  The funds will be directed to converting current revenue prospects while 

also strengthening the Group’s financial position with regard to general working capital 

requirements. 
 

New DWMP portal launch following exceptionally positive feedback  
 

Since its soft-launch in May 2022, ACT’s new DWMP portal, which harnesses its 

unique Human Experience (‘HX’) insights, has met with uniformly positive feedback.  

Having already been successfully deployed at scale in a live commercial environment, 

the product is expected to go fully live in October 2022 to a high-quality existing sales 

pipeline of corporate majors.  
 

Hybrid working creating a large addressable, highly scalable market  
 

Echoing similar experiences across the developed world, a May 2022 report from the 

UK’s Office of National Statistics, noted that more than 80% of workers who had to 

work from home during the coronavirus pandemic planned to hybrid work in the 

future;  the proportion doing so rose from 13% in early February 2022 to 24% in May 

2022.  This trend is expected to be sustained internationally over coming years.    
 

A developed SaaS model with potential for exceptional gross margins 
 

At scale, ACT’s SaaS annual recurring revenue (‘ARR’) model is capable of achieving 

gross margins in excess of 90%.  This can be achieved by optimising cloud capacity, 

heightening automation of data generation/presentation along with self-help tools.   
 

Revitalised Board now directing minimum effective operating structure 
 

ACT’s workforce has recently been reduced from 77 FTE to 46 FTE, reducing burn 

while supporting a minimum effective operating structure with ‘front end’ additions.  

At Board level, recruitment of a successor CEO for the scale-up phase is now underway,  

following revitalisation appointments including a new Exec. Chair, Chief Product  

Officer, Chief Revenue Officer, and a NED.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Stock Data            

Share Price:                2.25p 

Market Cap:                £5.24m* 

Shares in issue:                232.69m* 

52-week high/low:                   95.00/2.04p 

*Post-Fundraise (assuming Broker Option is taken 
up in full) 

 
Company Profile    

Sector:                 Technology  

Ticker:                 ACT  

Exchange:                                  AIM 

 

Activities     

Actual Experience plc (Actual Experience’, 

’ACT’ or ‘the Group’) provides a Digital 

Workplace Management Platform that for 

business leaders quantifies the impact that 

their digital workplace has on their people 

and productivity, while identifying where 

resource and investment must be focused to 

make improvements. 

 
www.actual-experience.com/  

 
 

5-year share price performance  

 
Source: LSE 

 

Past performance is not an indication of future 

performance. 

 

Turner Pope contact details   

Tel: 0203 657 0050 

Email:  info@turnerpope.com 

Web:  www.turnerpope.com   
 

 
 

Andrew Thacker 

Corporate Broking & Sales  

 

Barry Gibb   

Research Analyst 

 

TPI is acting as joint broker and joint 

bookrunner in connection with the 

Fundraising undertaken by Actual 

Experience plc. 

 

Attention is drawn to the disclaimers and 

risk warnings at the end of this document. 

 

Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the 

FCA) must not rely on this document. 

http://www.actual-experience.com/
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/stock/ACT/actual-experience-plc/analysis
tel:0203
mailto:info@turnerpope.com
http://www.turnerpope.com/
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Conditional Placing & Subscription, followed by Broker Option (altogether ‘the Fundraising’) 
 

ACT has undertaken a Conditional Placing and Subscription with certain institutional and other investors to raise gross proceeds 

of £2.825m through the issue of 141.25m new ordinary shares at a Placing Price of 2.0p each (representing a discount of c.11.1% 

to the closing middle-market price of 2.25p on 20 September 2022), added to which there is also a proposed Subscription from 

certain directors and management for £0.175m.  Acting as joint bookrunner in connection with the Fundraising, Turner Pope 

(‘TPI’) has also been granted a Broker Option of up to 25m new ordinary shares in addition to the Placing shares at the Placing 

price in order to give the flexibility to meet any additional demand for new Ordinary Shares from qualifying investors arising 

during the period from the announcement of the Fundraising up to 11.00 a.m. on 23 September 2022.  As far as is practical, if the 

Broker Option is over-subscribed, participation in the Broker Option will be prioritised for shareholders (direct or indirect) on the 

register at the close of business on 16 September 2022.  If the Broker Option Shares are issued in full, the proceeds receivable by 

the Group from the Fundraising amount to £3.5m (before expenses) and approximately £3.2m (net of expenses) from the issue.  

The Placing Shares, the Subscription Shares and the Broker Option Shares will, if fully subscribed, represent up to approximately 

75.2% of the Group’s existing Ordinary Shares.  Admission is expected to become effective and trading of the Broker Option Shares 

will commence at 8.00 a.m. on 10 October 2022.  Interested parties should communicate directly with their TPI contact, by email 

using info@turnerpope.com or alternatively through their qualified financial intermediary. 
 

The Fundraising remains conditional upon, among other things, the resolutions required for its implementation being duly passed 

by shareholders at the General Meeting proposed to be held at the offices of Osborne Clarke LLP at 10.00 a.m. on 7 October 2022.  

A circular, containing further details of the Fundraising and convening the General Meeting is expected to be despatched to 

Shareholders on or around 21 September 2022 and, once published, will be available on the Group's website at www.actual-

experience.com.  Today’s RNS release notes that should, for whatever reason, the Fundraising not successfully proceed, and in the 

absence of any other transaction, the Directors would have to immediately re-evaluate the strategy and outlook of the Group. 
 

Use of funds 
 

ACT ended its first half to 31 March 2022 with cash/cash equivalents of £5.373m.  The extensive, Group-wide cost reduction 

exercise that began in 2021 is expected to reduce burn to around £400k/month by September 2022.  This still left the Board with 

less than twelve months working capital visibility and so a decision was taken to bolster its balance sheet through the Conditional 

Placing, Subscription and Broker Option described above.  The funds are expected to be directed toward expanding its customer 

facing teams in order to seize the commercial opportunity now being presented, while also sufficiently strengthening its balance 

sheet to provide a working capital runway to at least the end of the next financial year even under a pessimistic assumption that 

no new sales orders are received in this period.  More specifically, the aggregate net proceeds of the Fundraising will be used to:  
 

• Enable the Group to build financial credibility with larger blue-chip customers; 

• Allow the Group to convert its current pipeline of sales prospects into revenue; 

• To build the size of the sales pipeline for both direct sales and Channel Partner opportunities while increasing the 

market awareness of the Group’s service offering through targeted marketing initiatives as well as funding its 

general working capital requirements. 
   

Cancellation and Grant of Options 
 

ACT has also today announced that it intends to cancel c.819,000 employee share options currently in issue and re-issue new 

options to these employees and Directors.  It is expected that the total number issued will amount to less than 5% of the Enlarged 

Share Capital following Admission.  The Directors believe that the cancellation and re-issue of these options will be important in 

enabling it to retain key employees/provide suitable motivation.  A further announcement is expected to be made in due course. 
 

Changes to the Board of Directors 
 

ACT’s Board of Directors today further announced that its Chief Executive Officer, Dave Page, has resigned from his position and 

as a Director of the Group to take up the role of Founder & Chief Strategy Officer to focus more on the Group’s strategy.  As a 

result, its current Non-Executive Chair, Kirsten English, becomes Executive Chair and Steve Bennetts, Chief Financial Officer 

(‘CFO’), becomes Interim Chief Executive Officer (‘CEO’) in addition to his CFO duties.  It is also intended that Harmesh Suniara, 

Portfolio Manager at Lombard Odier, will join the Board as a Non-executive Director immediately upon Admission.  The Board 

has commenced the recruitment of a new permanent CEO and is considering both internal and external candidates for the role.  

Until this new appointment is made, Steve Bennetts and Kirsten English will lead the Group’s executive management team. 

mailto:info@turnerpope.com
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Actual Experience plc – Investment Scenario 
 

Increasingly, major technology commentators such as Gartner and McKinsey recognise the scale of the immediate, global 

opportunity available to a successful DWMP.  The rapid and fundamental transition to home-based and hybrid working initiated 

through the Pandemic is now widely considered to be substantially irreversible.  As a result, an enterprise’s ability to measure the 

impact that their evolving digital workplace has on productivity and employee wellbeing has rapidly become an urgent priority 

for C-level executive teams, typically a ‘Top 3’ operational project. Although new participants will almost certainly attempt to 

enter this dramatically expanding marketplace in future years, ACT’s management team believes that there are currently no direct 

competitors, and their international patents and many years of accumulated ‘know-how’ represent a formidable barrier to entry.  

While the power and potential of the Group’s core algorithms has long been recognised, it has struggled in recent years to unlock 

the commercial value of its technology because of the lack of a compelling and accessible user interface.  This has resulted in an 

inability to gain revenue traction and, accordingly, the share price has been significantly impacted. October’s planned launch of 

an exceptionally well received, scalable new DWMP portal onto a highly addressable global market, together with the impressive 

new management team, presents opportunity for a significant rerating.         

 

A visionary enterprise whose time has come 
 

Founded back in 2009 by Prof. Jonathan Pitts and the Group’s outgoing CEO David Page, ACT was spun-out from the Queen Mary 

University of London.  Its corporate vision was of a future technological world where employees operate significantly through 

remote working, and one in which corporations would need to perpetually assess how digital exchanges are impacting their 

employee experience and/or productivity.  Distinct from more elementary assessments covering objective performance of 

operating systems, ACT recognised a need to analyse and ‘score’ an individual’s intangible subjective performance/contribution in 

the absence of any direct interaction, being presented though a series of graphically displayed, standardised metrics.  With the 

proportion of knowledge and service-based workers in the developed world continuing to expand and the concept of 

remote/hybrid working continuing to gain acceptance, ACT successfully concluded a £5m pre-IPO funding round in 2013, 

securing its first sales in the same year prior to quoting on London’s AIM in 2014 with a market capitalisation upon Admission of 

£15.6m based an introduction price of 54.5p/share 
 

Actual Experience plc – A Transformational Journey 
 

 
          Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   
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Having already acquired an impressive list of blue-chip partners and customers including, Accenture (UK) Limited, Cisco Systems 

Inc., Deutsche Post AG, and Verizon Business, Inc., initial enquiries and product trials were secured through a combination of 

direct selling and joint sales/marketing activity with specialist consultancy firms.  While ACT continued to invest in these 

activities, it was expected that an increasing portion of new orders would be achieved by fostering partnerships with global service 

providers so as to create scale in the business and facilitate international penetration of its concept.  Remaining strongly supported 

by a number of key institutional investors (see capital structure as of 30 June 2022 overleaf), the Group completed three further 

equity funding rounds over the ensuing period (in 2015, 2016 and 2021) for a total gross raise of c.£43.5m.  The Group’s unaudited 

half-year balance sheet to end-March 2022, indicated c.£38.4m of carried forward accumulated losses.    

 

Although ACT’s vision continues to be recognised by major, multi-national corporations, as evidenced by recent its winning of 

significant Business Impact Assessments (‘BIA’) contracts that in turn provided clear validation of the quality and relevance of its 

technology, expectation of increased interface accessibility, facility and improved presentation being incorporated into later 

generations of its products was seen to hinder customer conversion into significant, recurrent revenue Continuous Improvement 

(‘CI’) contracts.  The subsequent onset of the Pandemic, followed by a material deterioration in the macroeconomic and 

geopolitical climate (as a result of the Ukrainian war and associated energy crisis), meant that the procurement processes for large, 

target multinational enterprises lengthened while renewals of existing contract were deferred.  As a result, revenues for the first 

half of 2021/22 declined to £0.82m (compared with £0.89m in the comparable period and £1.74m in the 12 months to end-

September 2021).  The surprise contract cancellation from a leading global energy supplier that ACT announced on 17 June 2022, 

subsequently forced investors to recognise the immediate challenges the Group was facing.  This contract, which was originally 

announced on 23 August 2021 with a total value of approximately £1m over a three-year period, had been expected to make an 

important contribution going forward.  Although it formally expired on 18 August 2022, ACT’s Board presently considers there 

to be potential for re-engagement during 2023.  
 

                                          Actual Experience Top 20 shareholders (30 June 2022)*  

 
                                                                 *Expected to have changed substantially following completion of proposed 
                                                                  Fundraise          Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   
  

Facing up to the challenges now presented 
 

ACT commenced a phase of corporate transformation and reorganisation in March 2021.  This was designed to refocus a 

reinvigorated Board on the Group’s vision and insights, while adopting a ‘go-to-market’ strategy and eliminating surplus costs.  

 

Changes at the top during this period included the hiring of a new and highly motivated leadership team including Scarlet Jeffers 

as the new Chief Product Officer, Kirsten English as Non-Executive Chair (having moved from her role as Non-Executive 

Director in March 2022), Richard Steele (a seasoned financial executive with AIM experience) as Non-Executive Director/ 

incoming Chair of the Audit Committee and most recently, Roy Jugessur as Chief Revenue Officer. 
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While facing up to the near-term operational complexities created by the Pandemic, the Board also recognised that the dramatic 

shift in favour of home-based and hybrid working that had been forced on digital workers right around the world would 

effectively kick-start ACT’s vision for remote workplace analytics.  With more than ten years of product and customer 

development experience, along with the creation of an extensive database that supports its portal’s intuitive operation, ACT’s 

offering still encounters no direct competition.  In that respect, customer education and ongoing product refinement had become 

a more extended process than originally envisaged.  The new Board nevertheless successfully rebranded in May 2022 to reflect 

its renewed company culture alongside the launch of a new, substantially upgraded Software-as-a-Service (‘SaaS’) DWMP 

product.  

 

In providing an engaging and intuitive interface, this new portal brings the Group’s proprietary HX insights and standard 

presentational metrics to life for customers (at individual, departmental and enterprise levels), forming stronger foundations for 

their strategic decision making as they build sustainable working practices within their organisations.  For business leaders, the 

DWMP quantifies the impact their digital ecosystem has on both their people and productivity, enabling identification of where 

resource and investment must be focused in order to make tangible improvements.   

 

The new product became commercially viable in May 2022 and, to ensure the platform is as refined and market-ready as possible, 

management continues to actively engage with both its existing and prospective customer base to align the development effort 

directly to the needs of the commercial landscape.  Feedback received to date has been very positive indeed, with the Group also 

completing an initial 30,000-seat deployment of the DWMP.  The new offering is expected to go fully live in October 2022.  

Further iterations of the product could possibly include a browser extension that would provide the average HX score directly 

to the individual employee along with some limited information on the key impairments that may have been causing certain 

issues they had/are experiencing.  In this respect, most potential customers have already signalled that they would likely assume 

a highly engaged approach to the data, enabling managers of individual teams or departments with access to the portal to share 

with the relevant staff members as a means of demonstrating a proactive approach to wellbeing and operational progression.    
 

In recent months, ACT has also undertaken a significant process of cost reduction.  At the start of the current financial year the 

Group’s monthly expenses averaged c.£680k, suggesting burn is now likely to fall to around £400k by period end (based on 

reduced outgoings after including c.£40k of monthly recurring revenues).  This is being achieved both through a reduced 

headcount (from 77 FTE at the start of the year to 46 FTE presently) and a reduction in data centre costs through a combination 

of efficiencies achieved in cloud design and scalability, decommissioning old services and reducing internal usage/changing 

suppliers/optimising pricing.  The Directors believe that both the headcount and the cost base have now been reduced to their 

lowest viable level to be able it to deliver commercial objectives such as order acquisition and customer support, including 

ongoing product development and features.  Other initiatives include a marketing focus changed from expensive lead generation 

programmes to more cost-effective thought leadership initiatives while also considering opportunities to sub-let an existing 5-

year property commitment with a view to possibly relocating to a more suitable, less expensive facility in the City of Bath. 

 

The Digital Workplace - A large and rapidly expanding market opportunity  
 

A digital workplace is generally recognised as a cloud or on-premises-based platform that enables organisations to move digital 

exchanges to the virtual space.  It consists of all the collaboration features, data, applications, and tools employees need to perform 

work within a dependable online interface that they can handle anywhere, at any time, and on any device.  COVID-19 forced a 

global surge in remote and hybrid working which now, in the post-Pandemic environment finds itself so broadly adopted it is 

considered substantially irreversible/semi-permanent.  This opportunity is fostered through increased adoption of cloud and 

enterprise mobility services by multi-national organisations whose success will, at least in part, become dependent on the 

adoption of comprehensive DWMP tools and analytics.  Understanding that there is an estimate of 1 billion knowledge workers 

globally who spend 60% of their time working digitally, a large, growing and addressable market for such products will clearly 

develop. This has been highlighted, for example, through a report from research institute, Market Research Future, which 

projects the overall digital workplace’s global market opportunity expanding at a CAGR of 21.8% between 2021to 2027 by when 

it will have reached a value of US$76.6 billion.   
 

Not surprisingly, employers now urgently seek means by which to mitigate and optimise the significant impact this long-term 

change in working practises will undoubtedly have on both their people, financial performance and productivity agendas.  They  
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need to rapidly commit to a transformation that enables the construction of a sustainable work-from-anywhere digital ecosystem, 

for which employee-centric decision making must remain central in order to drive the workforce’s wellbeing and retention, 

without invading individual privacy or breaching GDPR.  In the absence of a standard ‘toolset’ that enables a seamlessly transition 

into this new basis of working, most employers will find themselves ‘flying blind.’  Limited options that presently exist, range 

from generic survey statistics and traditional IT point solutions, through to digital journey design products (such as Adobe 

Analytics, Google Analytics, Microsoft Vita etc.)  and digital journey delivery services (such as Workday, Dynatrace, Catchpoint, 

Appdynamics etc.) that assess ‘objective performance’ (such as speed, utilisation and frequency).  They remain incapable, 

however, of managing ‘subjective performance’ (i.e., the intangible feeling of interaction, such as opinion, sentiment and 

perception) necessary to support the key decision making that optimised the human experience in office-based environments.  
 

Such point solutions fail because of their inability to anonymously gather ‘bottom-up’ feedback/input from all individual 

employees and then to turn technical engineering data into employee experience and productivity insights.  They do not 

recognise that digital employee experience is becoming an increasingly large component of the enterprise’s overall success.  

Gartner, the business management consultancy, for example in major 2021 report, suggested that “By 2025, more than 50% of 

IT organizations will use digital employee experience (‘DEX’) to prioritize and measure digital initiative success, which is a 

significant increase from fewer than 5% in 2021.”  Also, according to Gartner, “The spotlight is now on IT leaders to drive DEX 

improvements to help their company attract and retain talent.  Rising to this challenge demands a strategy that focuses on the 

employee’s overall experience with technology.”   

 

Actual Experience plc – Market Position and Competitive Advantage 
 

 
           Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   

  

ACT’s human experience research and innovation uniquely positions it to quantify and improve the delivered experience of the 

digital journey.  Without peers, its technology provides ‘big brain’ analysis as a standalone HX operating platform that sits on top 

and complements existing digital design and delivery tools.  Its investment in a 10+ year learning-curve creates a distinct 

competitive advantage ahead of the much-anticipated entrance of other players into this space, whose contribution might, at the 

very least, be expected to further raise the profile of this developing marketplace.  

 

ACT’s new platform became commercially viable in May 2022. It includes a portal/interface which provides rich data on the 

operational capabilities of the digital workplace by user, by department, and by geography. This data can provide companies 

with clear insights on how to improve workplace efficiency, including:  
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• Identifying which investments make most difference to the digital environment as well as subsequent measurements 

showing the return on investment over time.  

• How employee wellbeing is improved by ensuring access to workplace tools is optimised.  

• The Actual Human Experience score which shows whether the digital workplace is improving or deteriorating as 

opposed to relying on information from ad hoc and retrospective employee surveys. 

• Enabling management to implement improvements to the digital workplace ahead of issues becoming business critical.   

 

Actual Experience’s commercial and product journey 
 

Actual Experience’s core philosophy centres around using non-invasive technology to create a real-time Human Experience 

Score or ‘HX.’  This is akin to securing an opinion survey from all of an enterprise’s employees and customers every few minutes 

of every day, without any direct interaction or otherwise invading their privacy/breaching GDPR. 

 

With escalating reliance on digital services, which are now coupled to the future of hybrid models of work, business leaders 

urgently need to know precisely how digital tools are impacting their employees' ability to conduct their roles and how to act 

on this information in order to optimise wellbeing and heighten productivity. 

 

The HX score is a simple metric, underpinned by significant analysis, which provides the user with a proxy for real world human 

perception of digital applications.  Based on a scale of 0-100, management find it is the most effective way to quickly inform 

business leaders as to whether their employees are thriving or suffering and in need of support.  In this respect, the HX score acts 

as both the call to action for leaders in responding to poor experiences, and as the benchmark for improvements from digital 

investment.  This proxy is achieved through measurement of a combination of end-to-end data and perception-informed analysis.  

Standard internet protocols are used for these lightweight compilations from which technical metrics are derived, such as round-

trip time, packet loss, response time, content size and goodput (application-level throughput of a communication). 

 

This multi-dimensional, non-linear analysis can be applied to any digital software application, and the dimensions are calibrated 

appropriately. For example, some applications are more interactive than others, and that is reflected in calibration of the score 

analysis for that particular dimension. 
 

Actual Experience plc – Commercial and Product Journey 
 

 
    Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   
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Score analysis reflects the fact that a user’s perception of an application is inherently non-linear, and multi-dimensioned. The 

primary dimensions are: 
 

• the perception of the speed with which information is delivered and rendered to the user, 
 

• the perception of any break-up in the flow of that information (caused by loss or late delivery), 
 

• the perception of the timeliness with which an application delivers a perceptually meaningful piece of information, 
 

• the perception of the level of detail in the information delivered, 
 

• and the perception of conversational interactivity that can be sustained by mutual exchange of information. 
 

In this respect, ACT significantly differentiates itself in this developing marketplace.  Existing solutions that are available for 

analysing the effectiveness of the digital workplace fail in the same ambition, due to the fact that they are unable to gather feedback 

from all employees, nor are they capable of turning technical engineering data into employee experience and productivity insights.   

 

On an elementary basis, they typically set out to measure experience by sitting within the application performance management 

suite in order to deliver output based on actual user traffic; this creates a significant mass of data that is then handed to application 

performance monitoring (‘APM’) experts to help them gain a picture of performance.  Such measurements only describe the 

response time of an application, which is of limited use in that it is accrued from using a one-dimensional metric.  In the first 

instance, such a metric does not provide a reliable indicator of performance as perceived by users and fails to indicate whether a 

user is frustrated or otherwise by an application.  Furthermore, it provides no explanation of what IT infrastructure behaviour or 

combination of system behaviours caused deteriorated performance, or when these behaviours occurred, or what continuing 

behaviour will deliver similar outcomes in the future.  Only through the installation of a portal with the depth of analysis provided 

through ACT’s new DWMP on top of such point solutions is an employer fully equipped to identify and resolve problems 

experienced in a hybrid environment.     
 

 

Powering business transformation  
 

ACT now has the components in place to transitioning from being a concept-driven start-up to a scale-up business.  Supported by 

over ten years of academic human experience research, the Group’s new DWMP portal operates without direct interaction with 

any employee, yet provides a unique and highly actionable dataset that key decision makers can rely upon to influence critical 

agenda items, including wellbeing, profitability, DE&I and ESG initiatives.  The Group’s first commercial engagements were in 

2021 with a ‘prototype’ offering that established ‘need and use’ cases along with detailed customer feedback that is critical for 

continuing successful development. 
 

Actual Experience plc – Powering Business Transformation 

 
                             Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   
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Actual Experience plc – Patented Analytics and HS Scores 
 
                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                     Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   
 

Benefitting from such insights and harnessing the Group’s unique HX insights, it was soft-launched May 2022 before being 

deployed at scale with an initial 30,000 seats.  This significantly improved offering provides clear 'quant driven' answers to the 

questions that the 'C' suite and Board in corporations are asking about the hybrid workplace.  These include, how much time a 

company is wasting due to the inefficiency of digital tools and how it fixes the problem? How does digital inefficiency impact the 

wellbeing of its people? Where are their people working from and what does this mean in terms of the employer’s real estate 

outlook?  ACT’s analytics service pinpoints precisely where they should invest to make the greatest positive impact on employee 

efficiency and sentiment, while critically also measuring the resultant return on that investment.   

 

Importantly, ACT’s over-engineered security ensures that all data captured can only be held by the employer.  Incorporating non-

invasive diagnostics to analyse the home worker’s internet set-ups, the portal utilises a bottom-up approach to provides the level 

of granularity that large enterprise organisations need in order to make hybrid working truly sustainable.  A refreshed HX Score 

is utilised to provide an intuitive understanding in the market and to be more reflective of the experience of home workers by 

accounting for variability in the digital workplace.  ACT places a heavy focus on doing more with its available data, finding ways 

to provide deeper insights, while working to understand how it can interface with other sources of information that add additional 

value for its customers. 

 

SaaS ARR capable of delivering exceptional gross margins  
 

Contracts for ACT’s new DWMP portal will be based on a SaaS ARR model.  Long-term recurring revenue streams are expected 

to arise from multi-year orders.  KPIs will be average deal size measured in ‘seats’ and ‘per-seat’ value, average duration of order, 

customer expansion (measured in growth of serviced seats), and customer retention.  Significantly, to date the Group has not 

experienced any push-back regarding proposed pricing.   

 

When operating at scale, this significantly automated platform is capable of achieving gross margins in excess of 90% by 

optimising cloud capacity (primary metric is serviced seats per Cloud) and further automating data generation and presentation, 

as well as self-help tools (metric is number of customers that can be supported by each customer support operative).  The cost of 

sharing contract commissions/fees with engaged partners (Verizon, Vodafone, Accenture etc.) who are ideally placed to identify 

weaknesses in customers’ digital ecosystems, is expected to result in lower operating margins which, nevertheless are still targeted 

in excess of 50% in anticipation of an increasing proportion of direct marketing as reputation builds in concert with engaged 

partner distribution.  Significant carried forward losses will, in turn, assist in delivery of strong forward cash flows, with KPIs 

decreasing relative burn. 
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Marketing strategy – Both direct and through senior channel partners 

 

The Group has already established distribution and marketing agreements with a number of global partners that act as brand 

ambassadors, through which the new DWMP product is able to access major international corporations.  This is being coupled 

with ACT’s own direct sales and marketing capability.   

 

Given that the new DWMP it is at the beginning of its marketing life, management focus will initially be on direct sales in order 

to establish greater control of deal timing, which will help accelerate revenue generation while also gathering 

operational/execution experience prior to being exposed to larger multi-national opportunities through channel partners.  The 

latter may still, in any case, participate given that some customers could choose to fulfil their contracts through them, while 

positive references received would also potentially accelerate their pipeline.  
 

Actual Experience plc – Business Model 
 

 
 Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   

 

Actual Experience plc – Model Customer Profile 
 

 
Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   
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The adapted profile of its ‘ideal customer’ means that ACT is now executing a dual marketing-strategy that targets both lower 

enterprise segments (that might typically have annual revenues in a range of £500 million to £1.5 billion) and global giants in 

the G2K (Global Top 2000 companies) segment.  The Board considers this will permit the targeting of customers with shorter 

sales cycles who have a greater appetite for the utilisation of disruptive technologies.   

 

As such, the model customer profile of the Group’s lower enterprise segment comprises: c.5,000 employees, a commitment to 

ESG, completion of an acquisition or merger in the last 6 to 9 months, a future-of-work strategy already employed or intent to 

have one within the next 12 months with any issues deploying a hybrid working model successfully resolved. 

 

Sales strategy – Targeting multi-year contracts 

 

It is expected that a typical contract for the new DWMP product will be structured as a minimum duration of 15 months, 

including an initial 3 month ‘Proof of Value’ exercise period.  Management will ensure that its sales team are incentivised to gain 

multi-year deals and receive advance payment from customers, the goal being to establish customer value in terms of employee 

experience and productivity.  Once a customer has been acquired, the sales teams will seek to increase by deploying additional 

seats as their operations and facilities expand, ultimately to encompass the majority of their digital workers.  It is expected that 

early-adopting larger customers, where the platform is deployed at scale, would be priced at approximately £2.50 per seat per 

month.  In the longer term, the Group will seek to achieve higher unit sales prices. 

 

ACT’s path into G2K will be through its partner eco-system, which today is primarily Verizon and Vodafone.  There is now 

renewed energy and momentum across these partners in anticipation of the launch of the new DWMP and account mapping has 

commenced within strategic and premier accounts. Management recognises, however, that it is important it broadens its ecosystem 

in order to take in both Strategic Partners (human capital management) and profiles like the Big 4 consulting groups.  Alongside 

indirect marketing, ACT intends to deploy a field sales team into the lower enterprise segment supported by a demand generation 

effort.  Its goal is to find opportunities with shorter deal cycles without compromising the product’s price point. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actual Experience plc – Product Pricing 
 

 
            Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   

 

Current Sales Pipeline – At ’Point-of-Value’ and Qualified stages 
 

Since the appointment of Roy Jugessur as Chief Revenue Officer (‘CRO’) in May 2022, the Group has reviewed its sales 

methodology and approach.  This includes the adoption of industry standard tools to support a systematic selling approach designed 

to track pipeline opportunities and accelerate the sales process.  The same tools can be used for marketing outreach, an area that  
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the ACT will build following Admission in a series of highly targeted campaigns to business leaders.  The pipeline of opportunities 

starts with leads and ends with contracts.  This new approach to the pipeline has only been in operation for a few months meaning 

opportunities have not yet reached a point in the sales cycle where they would register in the final stages of the pipeline.  A 

snapshot of the current opportunities shows the status of deals in each stage of the pipeline and whether the initial business came 

from the Direct Sales force or through an engagement with a Channel Partner, as below: 

 

Proof of Value Stage 
 

• Major global pharmaceutical company (100,000 employees): fast moving opportunity led by a dedicated senior 

client team across the digital workplace. They have an established Human Experience agenda and near term are 

looking to reverse declining customer satisfaction scores. 
 

At Sales Qualified stage: 
 

• Global pharmaceutical and chemicals company (60,000 employees): CEO is focused heavily on digital equality and 

inclusion. Focus on delivering an experience that aligns with their values, they tell people they care, they’re 

flexible, they’re inclusive, and are committed to demonstrating this. 

• Big 4 accounting & professional services firm (300,000 employees): robust two-year strategy aimed at treating their 

employees like customers. Key priority is to reduce burden on IT helpdesk and ensure this is an efficient function 

which, in time, acts as a focal point for education. 

• Major US bank (210,000 employees): in the process of building out a hybrid workplace strategy led by their COO. 

A wealth of tools at their disposal but all with little strategic value. 
 

Actual Experience plc – Selected Pipeline Deals  
 

 
       Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation   

 

Key opportunities identified and weighted throughout pipeline 
 

• New Leads: 15 opportunities with 80% via Channel Partners 

• Sales Qualified Leads: 4 opportunities with 75% via Channel Partners 

• Qualified Opportunities: 5 opportunities with 20% via Channel Partners 

• Scoping & Mitigating Risk: 2 opportunities with 50% via Channel Partners 

• Proof of Value: 2 opportunities with 50% via Channel Partners 

• Agree/Negotiate: 0 opportunities (as yet) 

• Commit: 0 opportunities (as yet) 
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Current Board of Directors and Executive Team 
 

                                                   Actual Experience plc – Current Board of Directors and Executive Team* 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                            Source: Actual Experience, September 2022 Investor Presentation 
 
* Actual Experience’s RNS of 21 September 2022 noted that it is intended that Harmesh Suniara, as a representative of Lombard Odier Volantis 1798, will be invited to  
 join the Board as a Non-executive Director immediately upon completion of the proposed Fundraising.                                                                                                     
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA. 

 

Conflicts 

This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The analyst 

who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a relationship with the company 

covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote 

the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its clients ahead of the 

dissemination of investment research.  

TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide services (including 

corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall. Accordingly, information may be available 

to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon or used research recommendations before they have been 

published. 

 

Risk Warnings 

Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.  

Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is 

the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. 

 

The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden 

swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes 

may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and 

forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.  

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less demanding than those 

of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently, AIM investments may not be suitable for some investors. Liquidity 

may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise. 

 

Specific disclaimers  

TPI is acting as joint broker and joint bookrunner in connection with the Fundraising undertaken by Actual Experience plc 

(‘Actual Experience’) which is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange (‘AIM’).  TPI’s private and institutional 

clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell Actual Experience’s securities.  

Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely those of TPI as part of its internal research activity.  TPI has no authority 

whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of Actual Experience.  
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General disclaimers 

This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research” in accordance 

with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable but no warranty or 

representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion reflects TPI’s judgement at the date 

of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any responsibility in respect of the information or 

recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to change without notice. Any forecast or valuation given in this 

document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. 

TPI does not undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever 

(in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in 

connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by 

applicable law).  

The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an 

offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the document is general information 

intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity investment in smaller companies. It does not constitute a 

personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or 

needs of individual investors nor provide any indication as to whether an investment, a course of action or the associated risks are 

suitable for the recipient.  

This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set out in the rules of the Financial 

Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted to persons in the United States of America, 

Japan, Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to any other person or organisation, 

in whole or in part, without TPI’s prior written consent.  

Copyright © 2022 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved. 


